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Treatment Plan:
Declutter Your Head - 
Lesson #2



Week #2:
Where Do I Start?
(MANAGING THE OVERWHELM + 
RECRUITING FAMILY MEMBERS TO 
HELP)
(This is your complimentary lesson from Declutter Clinic. Want 
more juicy information like this, including checklists and room 
by room breakdowns? Click here to register...and we’ll show you 
how to make back the price of your course in the first week by 
selling what you no longer need!)

Hello, and welcome back. We’re Betsy and Warren Talbot, and you 
are listening to the Declutter Your Head Treatment Plan from 
Declutter Clinic. In this week’s lesson we’re going to look your sense 
of overwhelm in the face and laugh. Yes, you heard us. We’re going 
to show you some sure-fire strategies for dealing with the 
overwhelm and recruit your partner and kids to help. Sound 
impossible? Keep listening.

But first, we want to thank you for listening. It would be really easy 
to sit on the sidelines and just hide your clutter from the world, 
suffering in silence. But you’ve chosen to tackle this issue once and 
for all so you can have more freedom in your life, and we 
congratulate you on your ambition. Remember, you’re creating a 
base of operations to help you achieve the lifestyle you really want. 
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This is some life-changing work, baby! So let’s continue the 
progress, shall we?

WHY YOU FEEL OVERWHELMED
Last week you created a vision of the home and life you want to 
have at the end of this project. You can now close your eyes and 
imagine the ways your streamlined space will support your dream 
lifestyle, whether that’s starting a new business in your basement or 
finally being able to host a party without worrying someone will 
accidentally walk into your junk room(s) on their way to the 
bathroom.

But once you open your eyes from this lovely vision the clutter is 
still all around you. You have trouble seeing exactly how your 
current space will morph into the new space, much less knowing 
where to begin. To top it off, you’re not quite sure what to get rid of 
and what to keep. (If it were that easy, you’d have already done it by 
now.) Whether your the Storekeeper, Romantic, or Pollyanna with 
your clutter, there is a real sense of psychological pain associated 
with both keeping it AND getting rid of it.

You are caught in the perfect storm of stuck.

YOUR BRAIN ON CLUTTER

And it’s not necessarily your fault. Your brain may be wired to 
associate letting go of your clutter with actual physical pain. 
Researchers at the Yale School of Medicine asked a group of non-
hoarders and hoarders to sort through a stack of mail and 
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newspapers. Some of the items belonged to the person 
administering the experiment, and some belonged to the 
participant. While the participants were deciding what to keep and 
what to discard, the researchers tracked their brain activity.

The hoarders in the group had some significant brain activity in 2 
distinct regions (the anterior cingulate cortex and the insula) when 
faced with their own junk. The stronger the feeling of not wanting to 
get rid of something was, the more these areas of the brain were 
activated.

What’s significant about this finding is that those 2 regions are 
associated with conflict and pain. Scientists can see the same 
patterns in people with other forms of psychological pain, like 
smokers who struggle to quit. This brain activity essentially signals 
the “something is wrong” feeling, and to avoid this uncomfortable 
feeling hoarders hold onto the junk and smokers light up a 
cigarette. This activity eases the stress in those brain regions and 
brings back a level of safety to your reptilian brain.

This doesn’t affect everyone to an extreme degree, but it helps to 
know that these feelings of anxiety at the thought of letting things 
go can be biological in nature. When you understand why you might 
feel this way, it’s easier to test your limits and “de-program” 
yourself. And one of the simplest ways to retrain your brain is with a 
quick reward.

TIME-BASED GOALS

When it comes to getting unstuck in any area of your life, the most 
reliable answer is always action. A tiny bit of forward movement is 
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often enough to power a long-term change, and decluttering is no 
different. This is why we instructed you to sell something last week 
before you even declutter your first room. That small action shows 
your brain there is a benefit to this activity (the cash) and that you 
have the ability to do it.

When it comes to decluttering, a similar tactic is to set small, time-
based goals instead of large project goals. Finishing 5 small tasks 
will provide the motivation for tackling those larger projects later on 
(and is exactly why we don’t start Declutter Clinic with a big project 
like your basement or garage). 

When you devote 30 minutes every single day during the week, 
you’ll see enough progress to book an even longer stretch at the 
weekend, an hour or more. It’s the getting started that’s hard, and 
you’ll find that once you do, it’s not too difficult to keep going. 

You see, thinking about decluttering (or starting any big project) can 
be overwhelming and even paralyzing. You think about how long it 
will take and how hard it will be and talk yourself out of it before 
you start. But committing to a small amount of effort makes it real, 
and reality is rarely as dramatic as you imagine it will be. So you 
turn those 30 minutes into an hour, and that task you so dreaded 
starting before is finished in about the same amount of time you 
may have spent trying to talk yourself out of it. 

Committing to a series of 30-minute projects every single day will 
be the single most important strategy you can use to become 
uncluttered. We’ve already talked about this in other Treatment 
Plans, so we’ll just close out this idea here with a few examples of 
30-minute projects.
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• Clean out the junk drawer in your kitchen (and then 1 more 
drawer in your house each day)

• Declutter one shelf every day

• Spend 30 minutes at the end of your work day to tidy your car 
and work bag

• Comb through the stack of magazines/books next to your 
chair or bed (if they have dust, you are not still reading them)

• Pull out one box from under the bed or in the garage and go 
through it

If this becomes habit, you’ll never be cluttered again. Would you 
devote 30 minutes a day to be able to live the vision you created in 
week 1? We thought so.

REWARD-BASED GOALS
Your brain is an incredible piece of equipment. While it can hold you 
back in your decluttering efforts like the researchers at the Yale 
School of Medicine determined, it can also propel you forward. The 
way it does this is just like you train a dog, raise a child, or stay on a 
diet: REWARD.

You probably remember learning about Pavlov’s dog in school. 
Pavlov began ringing a bell before feeding a group of dogs, and it 
wasn’t long before the dogs began salivating at the ringing of the 
bell even when they didn’t see or smell any food. If you have a dog, 
you know exactly what we mean here. Your dogs know where the 
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food is kept, and the moment you head that way their tails start 
wagging in anticipation. It’s the same when you pick up the leash 
(walk! walk!) or put your key in the front door (dad’s home!)

You can train your own brain to respond to the benefits of 
decluttering using these same methods. Selling the items that are 
not meaningful to you right at the start shows you there is a 
financial reward to this process as well as the reward of more living 
space. When it is least painful to part with items is the best time to 
reward yourself (like unused electronics or gear you no longer need) 
so that when it becomes a bit harder (like clothes you love but can’t 
wear anymore) you have the benefit of this Pavlovian training. 
You’re salivating at the thought of downsizing now, aren’t you?

Creating rewards within your decluttering process will make it easier 
(and more fun). Some examples of reward-based goals:

• Sell at least 1 item every week and use the money for 
something you really want (saving for a vacation, going on a 
date, paying off your debt, etc.)

• Plan the use of the space you just decluttered (a party in 
your den, a long soak with candles in your bathroom, a new 
recipe prepared in your kitchen, a romantic evening in your 
bedroom)

• Paint your newly decluttered space. Fresh white baseboards, 
pastel walls, or vibrant kitchen cabinets. When your space is 
streamlined, your colors make a bigger impact on the mood of 
your home.
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THE CURE FOR OVERWHELM
Even when you have your time- and reward-based goals, you still 
might feel the overwhelm of not knowing where to start. We’ve 
taken care of that for you in the Room by Room Treatment Plan 
and checklists. You don’t have to come up with a plan because 
we’ve already done it for you. But emotionally and mentally, it can 
still be hard to process that feeling and move forward. 

FIT YOUR PLAN INTO YOUR SCHEDULE

Think about the last time you went on a health kick. You were going 
to exercise for one hour a day, eat 3 healthy meals, and get 8 hours 
of sleep every night. But if you failed in that mission, it was partially 
due to the fact you didn’t schedule it in your day. You have to know 
HOW, WHEN, and WHERE these activities will take place every single 
day to make them happen.

The same is true with decluttering. HOW and WHERE you will do it is 
taken care of in the step-by-step plans and decluttering strategies 
we’ve laid out for you in this course. But the WHEN is totally up to 
you. 

If your plan consists of decluttering once a week or whenever you 
have time, you simply won’t have enough motivation to keep you 
going. It’s that daily commitment with a bit more on the weekends 
that will carry you through. It’s vital that you put your decluttering 
time in your calendar right now, allotting the consistent time you’ll 
commit to this project. If it’s on your schedule, it’s far more likely to 
get done than if it is just a good intention.
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EXERCISE 1: SCHEDULE YOUR 
DECLUTTER SESSIONS

Go on, find your calendar right now, whether it’s a notebook, a 
calendar on your refrigerator, on your smartphone, or on your 
computer. Note the 30-minute segments you’ll spend on 
decluttering every single day for the next month. If possible, give 
yourself a few longer sessions on the weekend. 

Make sure you mark your time as “busy” so no one else interrupts or 
schedules you. And if you have conflicts, go ahead and sort them 
out now. Reschedule your appointments or move your declutter 
session around. But make sure you have it in your calendar.

Bingo! You’ve just cured a big part of your overwhelm problem. You 
have a starting point every day, a method we’ve provided for getting 
it done, and a schedule of rooms we assign you each week. 

Sort out your schedule, and we’ll take care of the rest.

EXERCISE 2: CREATE A LIST OF 
REWARDS

How do you want to use the particular spaces when you finish? Go 
ahead and make a list of the activities you want to do but can’t right 
now. As you finish decluttering each space, you can quickly look at 
your reward list and give yourself a treat.
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Not only does this reward you, it reminds you of why you 
decluttered in the first place. (You can continue rewarding yourself 
with this activity as much as you like!)

For example:

• Bedroom: A hot date with your honey, morning yoga, or put on 
a fresh coat of paint in a soothing color

• Kitchen: Cook a new recipe, invite a friend over for coffee, host 
a small dinner party

• Bathroom: Take a long soak in the tub, schedule your own ‘spa 
day‘ at home, paint your baseboards and trim in a bright white 
to make it look even better

• Home office: Start writing that book, schedule a scrapbooking 
or jewelry-making session, curl up in the chair to read a book 
all afternoon

• Guest room: Invite someone to visit!

• Personal: Use the cash you’re making from selling your 
unwanted stuff to invest in something you really want: a 
vacation, a nice dinner out, a class, or paying off your debt.

Nothing is too small or too large if it gives you pleasure and brings 
you closer to your ideal lifestyle vision. Keep the list handy and 
make sure you schedule a reward when you finish each project. 
After all, you deserve it!
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WHEN FAMILY IS YOUR PROBLEM
Sometimes it isn’t just your head that’s the problem: it’s the heads 
of the people who live with you. Your partner and kids aren’t 
committed to decluttering, and sometimes don’t even recognize or 
admit there is an issue. But clutter is a family problem affecting 
every member of the household, whether they realize it or not. 
Getting them on board the process will ease your sense of 
overwhelm because you won’t be in it alone, fighting an uphill 
battle. 

And you can use the same strategies for your partner and kids as 
you do for yourself. 

Younger kids can be motivated by having more space to play. 
Motivate them to clean up their toys by playing a game with them 
that requires space. If you make it a daily habit to play this game, 
but let them know it requires the space to do it, they’ll be more apt 
to pick up their toys in anticipation of game time. And when they 
make the connection, you can further help them sort through the 
toys they’ve outgrown to make the process even easier.

Kids need to see the connection between the number of possessions 
they have and the level of freedom they have in their lives, just like 
you do.

Teenagers are motivated more by cash (and what it can buy them) 
than the more long-term benefits of decluttering. Allowing your 
teen to keep the proceeds of the items they sell or take a cut of the 
profits when they upload them online to Craigslist or manage your 
yard sale will go a long way in getting their cooperation. 
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The most ingenious method we’ve seen is a little drastic (but also 
pure genius). You simply change the wifi password on your home 
network every single day, and in order to get it your kids have to 
perform a certain number of chores. You could require that all 
clothes be picked up off the floor or toys in containers every day so 
you can make the point about how many of these items they actually 
own. At the very least you’ll have cleaner bedrooms, and you can 
even hope for a dawning realization that clutter is a problem they 
can fix. But as you know, you have to let it be their idea and not 
yours!

Your partner is going to be a little more complex (he/she is a grown 
human, after all). Nagging doesn’t work, so we’ll save you the 
trouble of trying it. What does help is ‘principled negotiation,’ a 
term coined by Roger Fisher and William Ury in the 1981 landmark 
book, Getting to Yes. 

THE 4 COMPONENTS TO PRINCIPLED 
NEGOTIATION

• Separate the people from the problem: In this case, it means 
focusing on the problem at hand and not the people in it. The 
problem could be financial as you struggle to remember where 
things are and buy duplicates, or misplace your bills and pay 
them late, or eat all your meals out because you so dislike your 
kitchen or home. A bad move would be to focus the problem 
on the person wasting the money. Another example is blaming 
your mate for the problem. Typically in a cluttered home there 
is plenty of blame to go around, and focusing on who has the 
most junk will just delay solving the problem of how to get rid 
of it (and preventing the problem in the future).
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• Focus on interests, not positions: When you come into a 
negotiation with a solution, it’s not really a negotiation. It’s 
more like convincing the other person you’re right. When you 
focus on the shared interest – spending more time together, 
saving money, entertaining more, making some extra cash – it 
will be far easier to find a workable solution than nagging your 
mate to death over why your plan is best. A shared goal is one 
that gets completed.

• Invent options for mutual gain: What’s in it for each of you? 
Make sure there’s an upside each person can easily recognize 
or the project will never get finished (or even started, in most 
cases).

• Insist on objective criteria: Is the split of labor / benefit fair? 
How will you determine when you’re done? Knowing ahead of 
time the boundaries of your project and what stage equals 
“done” will make sure your hard work doesn’t come unraveled 
at the end. If you’re imagining a stark result worthy of a 
modern home magazine layout and your partner just wants a 
10% reduction in possessions overall, you’re going to have a 
problem. Determine what level of decluttering you’re going to 
do and what means “done” so you can enjoy the result of your 
work together.

World leaders, titans of industry, and even the police hostage 
negotiators use these methods in hammering out difficult 
situations, so it is certainly powerful enough to set up a decluttering 
strategy with your partner.
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EXERCISE 3: GET YOUR FAMILY ON 
BOARD

Are you ready to tame that overwhelm and start recruiting your 
family? Let’s get to it!

If you have a partner, the first conversation is with him or her. Set 
up a time to have a discussion about your clutter problem. Choose a 
low-stress time, like a day off. 

Using the components of principled negotiation, discuss how clutter 
is affecting you, your relationship, and your family. 

Next, lay out what you’d like to see in your home life instead and 
how you think decluttering will help. Use the list created in Exercise 
#2 to help guide the discussion.

Discuss the ways this process can benefit each of you as well as 
your family so the expected result seems worth the effort.

Agree on a mutual goal for your decluttering project and what 
“finished” looks like. Make sure you go into this conversation open 
to your partner’s ideas and concerns. Remember, you aren’t pushing 
through an agenda. You’re stating a problem that’s standing in the 
way of living your best lifestyle together and looking for ways to 
remove it. That’s it.

When you and your partner come to an agreement, it’s time to 
phase it out to the kids if you have them. We’ve given you a few 
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ideas above, and in discussion with your partner and kids you can 
determine even more that will fit your situation. 

RECAP
In this lesson, you learned:

• Why your brain sometimes works against you

• How to reprogram your brain with time-based goals and 
reward-based goals

• Why you have to put your decluttering plans into your daily 
calendar (and that we’ve taken care of the How and Where of 
decluttering for you in this course)

• How to motivate your children and teens to be willing 
participants in this process

• How to get your partner involved and invested in decluttering 
to improve your life together

ACTION PLAN

1. Set a schedule to declutter for at least 30 minutes a day for a 
month and put it in your calendar.

2. Make a list of all the ways you can reward yourself after 
finishing a small decluttering project: take a long soak in your 
newly decluttered bathroom, invite a friend over for coffee in 
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your streamlined kitchen, schedule a romantic date night in 
your spacious bedroom, sell the items your just decluttered 
home office and splurge on a nice bottle of wine and good 
cheeses with the proceeds, etc. 

3. Schedule these rewards as soon as you finish each project. 
When you have a list of all the ways you want to use your 
home, this will be a fun and easy assignment!

4. Involve your children by demonstrating the rewards of 
decluttering. Give them some responsibility for the project as 
well as some of the reward.

5. Use principled negotiation skills to make this a joint project 
with your partner. Come to an agreement on how you’ll 
proceed together.

Next week in the Declutter Your Head Treatment Plan, we’re 
going to talk about excuses. No matter how committed you are in 
this moment, you’re going to have some pushback before you finish 
this project, and we’ve got your counterattack covered. But first be 
sure to check out the Week 2 lessons from the other Treatment 
Plans in this course. You can find them all on your Downloads page 
at www.DeclutterClinic.com/membership:

Deal, Donate, or Dump: Creative Ways to Get Rid of Your Stuff 
(ingenious!)

Motivation + Maintenance: Staying Motivated (this info is gold!)

Room by Room Breakdowns: Home Office (right down to the files 
on your computer!)
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Thanks for listening to this lesson from the Declutter Your Head 
Treatment Plan called "Where Do I Start?” To make it stick, we 
recommend putting it into practice as soon as possible. 

Until next time, this is Betsy and Warren Talbot saying, “take the 
first step and keep on moving.”

(Did you enjoy this complimentary lesson from Declutter Clinic? 
Get 16 other lessons just like it along with weekly videos, 
checklists, and more to help you create a Base of Operations for 
living your extraordinary life. You deserve this, you know! Click 
here to register right now.)
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